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1. **Maintain the Focus on and Emphasize the Role of the Network**

WiscNet will maintain a stable network, evolve network services, manage the network to include trouble-shooting and problem resolution with education, and provide secure and trusted networking.
2. Advance Education Technology

WiscNet will enable and promote advanced technologies; play an active role in state and national networking advancement; and facilitate members’ leadership in technology.
3. **Revitalize the Members and Grow Their Involvement**

WiscNet will work to build the K–20 community and grow the association, employ a finance model that encourages use and maintains control by each member, and advocate for the members on network and education technologies.
4. Catalyze the Community for Sharing Applications and Content

WiscNet will enable the appropriate resources and focus on making the people connections necessary for locating and accessing content and provide mechanisms that facilitate access to applications and content.